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Biden likely violated First Amendment
during COVID-19 pandemic, federal

judge says
Google, Meta and Twitter were all named in the lawsuits
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A U.S. District Court judge is temporarily preventing White House oScials from meeting
with tech companies about social media censorship, arguing that such actions in the past
were likely First Amendment violations.

The Tuesday injunction by Louisiana Judge Terry A. Doughty was in response to recent
lawsuits from Louisiana and Missouri attorneys general. The suits allege that the White
House coerced or "signiWcantly encourage[d]" tech companies to suppress free speech
during the COVID-19 pandemic.

Doughty is barring several federal oScials and agencies – including some of Biden's
Cabinet members and White House press secretary Karine Jean-Pierre – from contacting
social media companies in efforts to suppress speech.
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Google, Meta and Twitter were all named in the lawsuits.
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President Biden in the Roosevelt Room of the White House on Friday, June 30, 2023. (Demetrius Freeman/The Washington
Post via Getty Images)

The injunction, which was obtained by Fox News, states that the government's actions
"likely violate the Free Speech Clause" and that the court "is not persuaded by Defendants’
arguments," dealing a signiWcant blow to the White House. 

"During the COVID-19 pandemic, a period perhaps best characterized by widespread doubt
and uncertainty, the United States Government seems to have assumed a role similar to
an Orwellian ‘Ministry of Truth,’" Doughty wrote.

"If the allegations made by Plaintiffs are true, the present case arguably involves the most
massive attack against free speech in United States’ history," the injunction adds. "In their
attempts to suppress alleged disinformation, the Federal Government, and particularly the
Defendants named here, are alleged to have blatantly ignored the First Amendment’s right
to free speech."

The injunction also claims that "the censorship alleged in this case almost exclusively
targeted conservative speech," but that issues the case raises are "beyond party lines."

"Viewpoint discrimination is an especially egregious form of content discrimination,"
Doughty argued. "The government must abstain from regulating speech when the speciWc
motivating ideology or the perspective of the speaker is the rationale for the restriction."

COMER REVEALS PLANS TO BRING IN MORE WITNESSES IN BIDEN FAMILY INFLUENCE
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The White House in Washington, D.C. (Yasin Ozturk/Anadolu Agency via Getty Images)

The cases could mean that interactions between tech companies and government
oScials may be signiWcantly limited in the future. Exceptions might include national
security threats or criminal matters on social media.

The injunction received favorable responses from the Missouri and Louisiana attorneys
general on Tuesday.

"Happy birthday America. You get your First Amendment back!!!" Missouri AG Andrew
Bailey wrote in a tweet.

"Today’s historic ruling is a big step in the continued Wght to prohibit our government from
unconstitutional censorship," Louisiana AG Jeff Landry said in a statement. "We look
forward to continuing to litigate the case and will vigorously defend the injunction on
appeal."
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President Biden speaks about infrastructure investments in Los Angeles, Oct. 13, 2022. (AP Photo/Carolyn Kaster)

Fox News Digital reached out to the White House, Google, Meta and Twitter for
statements, but has not heard back. The Department of Justice declined to comment.
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P papajohnusa
22 hours ago

There is another issue, the tech companies, despite being private, have platforms for anyone to use.  
They are not private membership platforms.  In that situation, they have made themselves a public 
platform.  This means that unless the speech exceeds those normally allowed as public free speech, ...
See more
Reply · 1.3K 31 · Share

K kasmat
1 hour ago

Great post and agree 200%.

Reply · · Share

D dunning-kruger005
8 hours ago

You're really pushing the concept of private and public entities to a whole new level. Walmart is a private 
company, where anyone in the public is allowed to go, but I'm sure you wouldn't suggest that their 
disruption policies are a violation of free speech. Nor, I'm sure, you'd recognize Disney as...
See more
Reply · 1 · Share
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O onerygeezer
21 hours ago

"The cases could mean that interactions between tech companies and government officials may be 
significantly limited in the future. Exceptions might include national security threats or criminal matters on 
social media."
And you can be sure that this administration will interpret "national security ...
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Reply · 186 4 · Share

W wroot
5 hours ago

Right, just as the FBI made thousands of illegal phony FISA requests. For which not "1" person in the FBI 
has been charged for:(! 

Reply · · Share

W weg2
8 hours ago

¡A la mierda Joe Biden!
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lostincalif
22 hours ago

Yeah, we all know the government violated the First Amendment, hurting every American and possibly 
causing untold number of deaths as valid treatments were downplayed in order to push a vaccine for 
monetary gain. So what? No one will go to jail, no one will be fired, no one will be held accountable...See 
more
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M moc.swenxof
1 hour ago

Dec 2021, President Donald Trump pushed back on your skepticism about the effectiveness and safety 
of his approved Covid-19 vaccines in a interview reported by FOX media, saying that the "vaccine works" 
and "people aren't dying...

Reply · · Share

Z z33k
3 hours ago

lol, this all happened while your boy was in office, not the Democrats.  what a flipping bunch of 
maroons...

Reply · 1 · Share
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davidgrisez
21 hours ago

It was not just freedom of speech that was under attack in the COVID-19 year of 2020. It was also 
freedom of religion when churches noticed that COVID-19 was blown out of proportion and started 
meeting again during the year of 2020. Also our government has been moving more in the direction of a 
com...
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jmausen
4 hours ago

If your church doesn't pass fire hazard and safety inspections, it gets shut down.  
Practice your religion where it's safe.  Nobody is prohibiting anything. 
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T topcat125
7 hours ago

Civil war anyone 
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M mickiem
21 hours ago

Not only did they surpress free speech during covid, but they also suppressed information during the 
election, which could be considered election interference. 
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P paralegalatlarge420
4 hours ago

It was election interference for the government to suppress information prior to, during and after an 
election, information that the public had a right to know before casting their votes.  The only question is 
when, if ever, the government officials who interfered in the 2016 and 2020 elections wil...
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O ourgreedyrichemployees
7 hours ago

Ya they banned the president from their platforms... 
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selfemployed_ct070
19 hours ago

If the lawsuit successfully exposes the suppression of free speech and the injuries that resulted from that, 
I would hope there would be an opportunity for a massive class action lawsuit.
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D decenthuman
4 hours ago

Don't hold your breath this was a wildcat ruling from a Judge who is grandstanding. There is no real case 
here - take note that his "ruling" was released on July 4th - c'mon - it is a sad and transparent attempt to 
shine a spotlight on himself and get in the good graces of trump for a higher court ...
See more (Edited)
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Hangings in the Rose Garden live on National TV.
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F FightTheNarrative582
22 hours ago

“A U.S. District Court judge is temporarily preventing White House officials from meeting with tech 
companies about social media censorship, arguing that such actions in the past were likely First 
Amendment violations.”….There is no “likely”.  Government officials were telling big tech what to 
allo...See more
Reply · 447 10 · Share

B bwmccoy
19 hours ago

This will be quickly reversed, the order is complete nonsense that explicitly allows them to continue to do 
exactly what they're doing after forbidding it. 

Reply · 8 · Share
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C chinlewitt
19 hours ago

Except that's not what all of the testimony said.  The government said, correctly that there had been 
proven Russian interference in the last election and that there was a good chance there would be the 
same in this election.  The social media companies decided what actions to take on their own.
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T Tric-Out
20 hours ago

And this is exactly what i have been referring to a stolen election. Interfering in an election and 
deliberately misinformation or blatant lies to manipulate people in an election to sway votes should be 
federal crime.

(Edited)
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D DarthCadsGhost
14 hours ago

It's weird how Trump's own administration stole the election from him. Trump's people must really hate 
him to do that.
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D donnasue380
14 hours ago

It is unless you are a Democrat!  They even got by with changing rules in the middle of the election!  And 
wouldn’t allow poll watchers! An election should be one day,  not stretched into  2 months!
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F fedup

❤ 🇺🇸

independent
19 hours ago

This injunction fills me with hope and gratitude. Some honorable Americans are still fighting for our liberty 
on our country's 247th birthday. Freedom of speech is the foundation of our liberty. 
Happy Birthday America

❣ 💥 🇺🇸

As Reagan cautioned us:

"Freedom is never more than one generation away fro...See more
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P PlsStopLabeling
10 hours ago

We’ll done.  
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T tigerman228
15 hours ago

Very well said.
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S sendintheirklowns
21 hours ago

Free speech means you can say whatever you believe even if it’s not true. Like Joe Biden claiming he 
reduced the deficit or Biden claiming you need the vaccine to stop the spread. We saw a constant flow of 
"misinformation" from liberals during the pandemic. They had the right to say it but they mad...
See more
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nuget377
9 hours ago

This will be overturned. False, misleading and misinformation falls into the category of falsely 
yelling "fire" in a theatre - it's not free speech, it's infringing upon other people's rights to not be 
injured by your actions. 1A stops when your speech injures others, and the injured has a right 
to...
See more
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S shawnl
16 hours ago

Exactly...in the COVID USA freedoms were only for the privileged, and the powerful.
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sheldorris
21 hours ago

On this Independence Day I think it is important to understand events of the past few years.
 
We have a government in place that has accomplished and attempted the following.
 
Control what you use to heat your home.
Control how you cook your food.
Control what you drive.
Control what your children are all...
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S StoneTalons423
7 hours ago

Biden's domestic social media surveillance alarms major civil rights group: 'Do not need a new war on 
terror'
--- Fox News     12/2/22
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M mistergray
10 hours ago

"There is an election in 16 months. What are you going to do about it?"  Most of us will do what we did 
last time, expecting different results.
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P patrickhenry0076
21 hours ago

The current administration has launched a full-blown assault on our constitutional rights in a dictatorial 
manner, bypassing the Congress, with over 100 executive orders quickly signed, many reversing the 
previous administration's effective policies and regulations. Moreover, population control act...
See more
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C calmdownandthink
18 hours ago

So it was okay for Trump to sign hundreds of executive orders, but the next president isn't allowed to sign 
an executive order rescinding any of Trump's executive orders?
Sure, that makes total sense.
P.S. All those "population control actions" you mention were instated WHILE TRUMP WAS PRESIDENT
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Writes the Beta male whose mother is still upset with him tanking the family's average IQ by forty 
points, on the day of his birth.
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21 hours ago

The Government and Large Tech companies limited free speech and the decimation of correct medical 
information costing hundreds of thousands of Americans their lives. Those Government officials do not 
have  immunity! 

Reply · 25 · Share

foxy434235101
21 hours ago

As we know Quid Pro Quo Joe doesn't care about the law or adhering to any judge. The day of the 
recent supreme court decision Quid Pro Quo was plotting how he could continue to violate the law and 
not get caught.

Reply · 27 · Share

C Crabsworth24
19 hours ago

That just demonstrates how Biden, and his son, seem to be ABOVE THE LAW.  Of course he just 
continues to CIRCUMVENT the law because he has gotten away with lawlessness for years..his entire 
life actually.

Reply · 9 · Share

D detectivemcclane
21 hours ago

Not only did they collude to silence legitimate covid information, they decided to double down and use the 
same system to manipulate important information about one of the candidate’s family members prior to a 
national election. Not sure why this is even a discussion. They did it under the bright l...See more
Reply · 33 1 · Share
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